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'No paper safeguards could protect [us] against maladministration' (from Dublin) 
James Craig to David Lloyd George, Nov.1921 (Omd 1561, p.6) 

This submission is made to the Forum out of respect for the sincerity of 
John Hume's effort to find a role for the North's minority community, and because, 
as a student of Unionism, I feel able to make a few points which Unionists them
selves may deem beneath their dignity to make. Why, after all, should Unionists 
respond to the spider which seeks to lure them into its den? They have no wish to 
be swallowed and no amount of soft talking could possibly alter the fact that the 
small Northern Ireland unit is much better placed attached to the large United 
Kingdom polity than it could ever be as part of a mere 32-county Ireland. 

John Hume genuinely seeks to reassure Northern Unionists. He seeks a New 
Ireland that would guarantee them full religious freedom. Yet he makes a 
fundamental error in seeing them as Protestants rather than Unionists. It is 
their Britishness as a whole that Northern Unionists are determined to preserve. 
Part of this involves a religious context in which Roman Catholicism is not 
dominant. (CUrrent debate in the Republic has made it perfectly clear that in a 
democracy the majority, which may embrace one denomination, has a right to have its 
ethos protected by, or reflected in, the law. Northern Protestants may agree but 
are not likely to volunteer themselves into a society in which they will be a 
minority.) But the religious factor is but part of the wider cultural heritage of 
Britishness which has infinitely more attraction to Unionists than the Gaelic and 
Roman Catholic Irishness which formed the basis for Irish separation from 
Westminster rule and which has been emphasised since. I do not believe that 
politicians in the Replwlic have the slightest idea how deeply unattractive their 
state is to Northern Unionists (and I would point out that this term includes a 
substantial body of non-Protestants) . 

This utter lack of attractiveness is strongly apparent in the economic and 
political sectors as in the religious and cultural. How can a 'failed economic 
entity' hold out attraction to Northern Ireland? Northern Ireland itself never 
was nor never pretended to be a viable economic entity. It is a regional part of 
the United Kingdom economy, and it makes little economic sense to detach N.I. from 
the larger U.K. and attach it to a struggling, peripheral, smaller unit of doubtful 
economic viability. Ireland is in trouble, north and south. Rational economic 
argument could be developed for the readmission of the Republic to the United 
Kingdom. This may be politically or emotionally unacceptable to the citizens of 
the 26 counties, but the idea that their irrational atavisms are sufficient reason 
to require Northern Unionists to throw in their lot with the Republic is 
preposterous. 

The political record of independent Ireland holds no attraction to Unionists. 
Nothing beyond slogans of injured national right have been offered; no practical 
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